Work Placement for Bachelor / Masters Studies
Your motivation:
You are studying in the field of interior fitting or wood technology: You would like to apply what you have
learned so far, gaining your first experience in the working world.
Or would you like to write your final study together with us?
No matter whether you have just started studying, or have already several college terms under your belt
– a placement with us will enhance your career.

What you can offer us:
·· Qualified to study wood technology or interior fitting
·· Real enthusiasm for complex, exceptional projects as well as a good technical understanding
·· High degree of self-reliance and using your own initiative
·· Ability to communicate and work in team
·· Reliability, motivation, willingness to learn and achieve

What we can offer you:
Practical work experience placement for a college term - at least three months:
·· Working in our project team in various design areas and project management
·· Gaining valuable insights into the specifics of constructing yacht interiors
·· Supporting internal optimization processes
·· Placement remuneration
Bachelor or Masters’ placement to write your final study/thesis:
·· Selection of topic in collaboration with your contact person and lecturer
·· Our topic suggestions:
–– Process analysis und process optimization
–– Organisation tools for operations
–– Marketing/Market development
		 We shall of course be happy to receive your own suggestion for the topic of your final study.
·· Remuneration
Your contact person:

Application:

Fabian Kormann
Tel: +49 (0)2505-937783-27
Mobile: +49 (0)151 65229620
kormann@bsw-yachteinrichter.de

We are looking forward to your convincing application,
also indicating your period of availability either by
email to bewerbung@bsw-yachteinrichter.de or via our
website application form.

bsw yachteinrichter GmbH
Boschstraße 16
48341 Altenberge

Your application should include the following:
- Motivational covering letter
- Your CV and certificates

bsw-yachteinrichter.de

